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                          1. Introduction
    The northeastern Japan  -- so-called  "TOholcu Region"   forms one 
geographical division in the northeastern section of Honshu-island, and has 
two kinds of regional characters  : one is due to its marginal position, and the 
other is caused by the morphology of  land surface.  Generally in this region 
it seems that many phenomena still remain as they were, in comparison with 
those of the central districts. In respect of livetock keeping, the similar 
facts are to be recognized as well,  -- that is, the livestock tenancy is seen in 
several  districts,"') and the chief domestic animals are horses. The chief horse-
keeping regions in Japan are  TiThoku, the northeastern part of  Kant) extending 
from the south of the former region, some areas, though small,  lying scattered 
in the Middle Mountain Land  (Chfibu Mountains) and the southern  Kylihfi.(2) 
These areas are found in the Frontier  Zonec" of Japan, whose common 
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is seen to fuse into cattle keeping, and in the  Chilgoku Region, the middle 
part of the Core Zone, there is scarcely any other livestock to be reared 
except cattle. 
    In other words,  two varieties of  livestock horses and cattle  -- which 
are both important as the means of  agricultural labour in Japan, somewhat 
indicate the degree of agricultural  development  ; the former a lower stage and 
the latter a higher one. 
    However, the  Tahoku Region is not universally covered with a horse-keep-
ing one. The livestock keeping of the region is influenced by the agricultural 
advancement and the topographical characters. Table I shows the present 
situation of the livestock in the  T6hoku Region in comparison with the  Hokkai-
d8 and  Chfigoku Regions, in which livestock keeping is considerablly developed 
in Japan.  flokkaidñ has more  livestock except cattle and much more stock 
per farm (it is not shown in this figure) than  TOhoku. So, it may be called a 
some what un-Japanese agricultural region.  Chfigoku surpasses  TOhoku in 
the number of cattle but the stock of other varieties are very few. 
                                   Table 1. 
             Number of livestcck and of  farm-houses keeping it (1952)
Number of livestock
Cattle  for horses 
 work and 
meat
 mulch cows sheep
Number 
  cattle 
  work 
  meat
of farmhouses keeping livestock 










  1.160 258,140 
 175,480 284,721 
 421,420 24,400 
 2,234,220  1,061,500 
 100% 100% 
   0.05 24.3 
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             2. Transition of livestock-keepig region and 
                differentiation of varieties of livestock 
    a)  Historical and recent transition of  livestock-keepig region. 
   It is easily imagined that the exploitation of paddy fields in the  Tiihoku 
Region was begun remarkably later than that of Central Japan owing to the 
remoteness of its site and the coldness of its climate, but it is evident that 
the fans developing along both sides of the  -Ou Mountain Range had been
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used as pastures since older times.  (4)(3) Even  in Tokugawa Era the surfaces 
of the fans were woodland or grassland used as pastures, and the pioneer 
fringe did not creep up to the surfaces. Then, in accordance with increase 
in population and the improvemet of  civil engineering, many irrigation channels 
were constructed and the fans were gradually brought under paddy fields. 
So the  glassland and woodland covering the fans, were  forced to retreat to the 
piano or mountain  land.:5) 
    The horse keeping in the  Thhoku Region has two purposes, and in accordance 
with these purposes, the keeping region has been differentiated. That is,  the 
horse breeding depends on the pasturable areas and the horse rearing on 
cultivated ones. Consequently, both the transgression of paddy fields and the 
retrogression of glassland naturally suggest the replacement of one type of 
horse-keeping region with the other. From both the necessity of tilling the fields 
in haste and with efficiency, and of getting stable manure of its immediated and 
speedy farmentation, the farmers who have large farms to manage in flat 
land  necessarilly had to keep horses under the cold climate. Therefore, the 
number of the horses kept in flat land became overwhelmingly larger than in 
mountain land. Such inclination continued till the middle of Meiji Era.  Prof, 
K.  IVIoric7) has analysed and discussed in detail the process of these historical 
development relating to farm management. 
    A rapid increase in cattle kept for agricultural labour  c')c9) started in 
Central Zone in 1890 or so, and it was transmitted in  t`n.'.  TOhoku Region through 
the farmers in flat  land in 1920 or so, as the results that horse keeping has 
steadily been encroached upon by cattle  keeping. This fact is made clear by 
the comparison of each ratio of the number of the farm-houses keeping horses 
or cattle to the whole number of the farm-houses, one year with another. In 
Figure 1 A, the ratio of the horse-keeping farm-houses in the  Mhoku Region is 
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other four prefectures are much  lower. The case of Aomori Prefecture is a 
special one that does not show the general tendency but even a decline. The sheep 
keeding in Japan, the author will describe in another article before long, on 
which has been laid  enphasis on  Tahoku and Hokkaido, therefore the three 
prefectures of Fukushima, Yamagata, and  Iwate in  TOhoku show higher ratios 
than that of Japan, as is shown in Figure 1 C. 
    Moreover, the increasing rates of the number of each livestock in  Tahoku 
and Japan are shown in Figure 2. Each of four increasing rates in  Tahoku 
is higher than that in Japan. But the increasing rate of farm-houses is very 
small, so the  remarkable, increase in the rates of three varieties of livestock 
show not only a transition from  horse keeping to other livestock keeping, but
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    In the five  prefectures  ----IVIiyagi, Yamagata, Iwate, Akita and Fukushima 
each rate of the farm-houses and the livestock-keeping farm-houses according 
to the size of the farm-managing land to the total farmhouses and the total 
 livestock-keeping farm-houses is shown in Figure 4. In Figure 4a it is clear 
that the number of farm-houses is at its maximum in the small scale of 0 .5-1 
 chii;('°) in Figure 4b the horse-keeping farm-houses have a neucleus in the large 
scale of 2-3  chfi; the cattle-keeping farm-houses are sharply concentrated in the 
medium scale of 1-1.5  ch3; and the  milch-cow-keeping farm-houses are recog-
nized to show two concentrations: one is clearly in the same scale of cattle and 
the other is not so clear in the large scale of 2-3  chi; and the sheep-keeping
(10) 1 cha  is almost equall to 0.1 ha.
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 Fig.  4b (lower  4)  Stock-keeping farm-houses according to scale of farm-managing 
           land to total stock-keeping farm-houses 
farm-houses also form two  neuclei both in the small scale of 0.5-1  ch-5 and the 
large scale of 2-3  chei. These facts, at first sight, shows that the concentrations 
or maximum axes depend upon the varieties of livestock. 
   But it may seem that the curves of Fig. 4 b are somewhat natural for two 
reasons; one is the  small capacity of small scale farm-houses and the other is 
the fewness of the number of large scale farm-houses. Therefore, in order to 
except the effect of the number of farm-houses, the author tries the next 
caluculation and gets Figure 5. 
 A: number of stock-keeping farm-houses according to each scale of 
       managing land 
    B : total number of stock-keeping farm-houses 
 C  : number of farm-houses according to each scale of managing land 
 D  : total number of farm-houses 
 A -2-  C scale-index of stock-keeping ratio 
B D 
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 Fig.5 Scale-index curves of stock-keeping ratio 
    In other words, the result of this calculation comes to be the ratio of 
stock-keeping farm-houses according to scale (A/C) to the ratio of stock-keeping 
farm-houses  (13/D). They may clearly indicate the proportional intensity of 
livestock keeping in each scale, as they are just equal, in each scale, to relative 
numer of stock per farm as the average value of the prefecture is 1. 
    The curve of scale-index of horse-keeping ratio is  gradually high up from 
1-1.5 scale to 2-3 scale, and accoring to large scale it generally increases. 
However,  in the former class, keeping horse for the purpose of agricultural 
work, its value is shown relatively stable and in the latter (large scale) class,
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whose chief object is  rot  k  rifling itself, the high value  means that they are 
engaged in horse  breeding and it is remarkably low in the district of forestry or 
other  industries.  So that, in  horse-keeping-irdex the point  w  here all the curves 
rise up without separating are on the scale of  2-3cha, which shows the centre of 
horse keeping meant for agricultural work. (Therefore the maximum of the 
curve shown by Fukushima  Prefecture in Figure 4b is not essential.) 
    The curve of the scale-index of cattle-keeping ratio  betw  een 0.5-1 scale and 
1.5-2 scale shows a stable increase and its centre is on the scale of 1-1.5 
 ch(i. And the scal index of large-scale-classes is lower than that of horses. 
However, in the  latter curves the values are high in Iwate having  'short-horn' 
breeding area, and other prefectures no breeding area in them, do not show the 
values of high index as in the case of horse keeping. 
    In the curve of  mulch  cow keeping two peaks are clearly recognized. 
One is on the scale of 1-1.5  chti and the other shows a higher value on the 
scale of 3-5  ch6. The former shows the milch cow keeping by the farms of 
medium class which aim monthly cash income. The latter shows the increase 
of dairying farms having woodland and grassland, and generally latter curve 
goes up with the scale, especially in Iwate  Prefecture, it is clear. 
    The gradation of the scale-indx curve of sheep keeping is stable in width 
from 0.3-0.5 scale to 1.5-2 scale. The concentration of 0.5-1 scale showing in 
Figure 4b is not seen on this scale-index, so its concentration are merely the 
effect of the number of that farm-house and that axis means only the center of 
three classes above and below. The large scale of 2-3 axis represents the 
larger-scale-classes and shows the increase of sheep-breeding farm-houses 
different from sheep keeping accompanied  with sericulture. 
    From the above mentioned facts it is sure that the farm scale of horse 
keeping is  larger than that of cattle keeping, and in milch cow and sheep 
keeping two kinds are recognized on medium scale and large scale. In horse 
and cattle keeping having the object of breeding, the scale-index is risen to 
large scale. 
    c) Differentiation of varieties of livestock according to the characters of 
topography. 
    When the other livestock varieties have gradually come to be kept in 
the  TO'hoku Region which had scarcely any other  livestock than horses before, 
that is, when the differntiation has been carried out according to the scale of 
the farm-managing land of stock-keeping farm-houses, as mentioned above (b), 
the differentiation of livestock has also occured owing to the relation among 
the topographic characters, the farm-managing scale and system and the live-
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stok characters. 
    These relations have been analysed in the northeastern part of  Fukushima. 
 prefecture,°' but it is  local, so the author gives general discription of the 
rellations in throughout  Tahoku: in the monocultural area of rice fields in the 
basins or the coastal plains, the scale of farm managing land is larger and it is 
neccessary to rapidly cultivate the rice field in the  Thhoku Region, where the 
growing season is short. And in the mountain land, the arable land is not 
large  but the managing land is  large, as a vast stretch of pasture or grassland 
is added, though it is  limitted on such flat surfaces as the uplifted peneplain or 
volcanoes. Consequently, in both regions the number of the horse-keeping  farms 
has scarcely or slightly declined but occasionally risen. This suggests 
 undoubtedly a concentration of horse-keeping areas controlled by the characters 
of topography. 
    But, the case of the unsuitable areas to keep horses is quite different from 
the above mentioned regions. The number of the horse-keeping farms sharply 
decreases in the districts. For instance, in the areas where the farm-houses can 
not have rice fields wide enough to be forced to till speedily by the help of 
horses, or in the mountain land whose pasture is not large enough on accunt 
of its dissected surfaces, the scale of managing land, is generally medium or 
small. In such a case, horse keeping transits to cattle keeping for the purpose 
of meat or labour,  In the next case, milch cows or sheep have come to be 
kept on the farms in the dissected mountain, where the arable land of each 
 farm-house is so small that they need not any stock to cultivate with, and in the 
districts where mulberry fields or orchards prevail. In the orchard districts, 
there are two types of milch cow  keeping,--one indicates that the farm-houses 
managing orchards keep  milch cows at the same time and the other that the 
medium farms with no orchard keep mich cows as the source of cash income. 
In the sericultral districts, the provender for sheep are easy to be supplied, for 
the rest of the mulberry leaves and branches after silkworms raising and 
excrements of silkworms can be made into use. Sheep keeping has been cheaply 
and easily taken in by the farms of  samll-scale-management, so the increase 
in the number of the sheep-keeping farmes is greater and more rapid than that 
of the farm-houses keeping any other stock. Such farms are distributed in the 
sericultural district whose topography is of a hilly or maturely dissected moun-
tainous character. The axis of sheep keeping in the large-scale-management 
is also composed of the sericultural farms, which have no pasture but a small 
  (11) Siro WATANABE: Two Agricuitural Regions in the Area of the  Adukuma Mountains. 
      Geogr. Rev. Japan.  17°1.26 No.10 (1953), pp.452-462.
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pieces of arable in addition to the mulberry fields. And it is a  remarkable 
fact that most of these farms keeping sheep are the ones keeping no livestock 
formerly. 
            3. Present livestock-keeping region--Conclusion 
    In the above chapters, the differentiations of livestock varieties have been 
illustrated, based on the relations among the farm scale, its managing system, 
and the characters of livestock and the topography. In this chapter the limitted 
livestock areas in the  Tohoku Region resulting from these differentiations  will 
be described. 
    The ratio of the number of stock-keeping farm-houses according to each 
variety to the total number of farm-houses (stock-keeping ratio) has been calcu-
lated, based on the World Agricultural Statistics (1951). In the  Tohoku Region 
the number of no stock farm is estimated 30% or so, therefore the area in which 
the stock-keeping ratio of one kind is above  40%, will be recognized as the 
specialized stock-keeping reging of  the kind. Then, the isopleth  lines showing 
the stock-keeping ratio of over 40% (full line) and  3)%, (broken line) have been 
figured. 
    The area having the horse-keeping ratio of 40% is immense, for the  Tihoku 
Region was formerly a larger horse-keeping region. But the region now seems 
to be divided into tow sections different from each other with  Yamagata and 
Miyagi Prefectures as its boundary, where it is one of the most striking cha-
racteristics that the horse-keeping farm-houses remarkably decrease in number. 
The southern horse-keeping districts are the plateau areas of Abukunma and 
Yamizo Mountains  (1-11) and the monocultural rice fields are of the Aizu low 
Basin (H2). The northern horse-keeping disticts consist of many areas. That 
is, on the western side of the districts, eight areas can  be recognized : the 
north piano of Gassan Volcano (H3), the  Shinj3 Basin  (HA around  Chikai 
Volcano and  Honja Coastal Plain (H5), the hilly land of the middle part of the 
 Omono River  (H6), a group of basins in the northern Akita Prefecture (H7) 
and Tsugaru Coastal Plain (Hs). On the eastern side of the northern horse-
keeping districts, the Funagata, Kurikoma and Yakeishi Volcanic Zones  (FI9), the 
Yuda Basin  (H10) and the Shizukuishi Basin (Hu) are  connected together with 
the eastern slope of  theOu Mountain Range, and to the east, there is the 
middle part of the Kitakami Mountain Land  (1-112), Father north, the east of  H7 
area, the area of North Iwate Volcanic Group (H13), the northern marginal 
hilly land of  Kitakami Mountain Land  (Hip and the area of the uplifted coastal
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plain of Kamikita (H15) can be read. Of these horse-keeping areas, the follow-
ing are the horse-rearing  ones  : H2, the west part of H3, H4, the northern part 
of HI,  Hs, H8,  His, and H11 which all occupy the monocultural rice fields on the 
alluvial plains and have the horse-keeping ratio of  50-60%. On the other hand, 
the areas of  H1, H3,  H5,  117,  Hs,  H12,  H13,  H14, and H15 are the horse-breeding 
ones in which the chief purpose is the production of young, and horse-keeping 
ratio is  60-70%,   especially, the area  Hi2 shows the highest ratio and some 
parts of it over 80%. 
    On the contrary, the small but massive cattle-keeping areas are found in 
the Southern Coastal Plain of Sendai (C7), the Western Okitama Mountain Land 
(C2), the Western Asahi Mountain Land (C6), the Middle Kitakami Dissected 
Mountain Land  (Co) and its northern part  (C30), and show the cattle-keeping 
ratio of  60-70%. The other cattle-keeping areas lie scattered, forming small 
patch es. These exist in the Abukuma Lowland  (Cl), the Yamagata Basin (C4). 
in the Mogami Basin  (C5) and in the northern plain Miyagi Prefecture  (C6), and 
in the dissected tableland of San-nohe (C11), most of them presenting the ratio 
of 50  % or so. The areas of C2,  C1, C9, and C10 are the cattle-breeding ones 
(in C2, "Improved Japanese Breed", in  C9 and  C19 Short Horn Breed are bred) 
and the others are merely the areas of cattle rearing for agricultural labour. 
    The  milch-cow-keeping areas consist of the northern part of the Yonezawa 
Basin (M1), the middle  Kitakami Dissected Mountain Land  (M2), its northern part 
(M3) and the dissected tableland of San-nohe  (M.). The  milch-cow-keeping 
ratio is 70  % in M2 and  M3. 
    The sheep-keeping areas are more than those of  mulch cows keeping  : 
 the southern part (Si) and the northern part  (S2) of the Abukuma Hilly 
Land, the Aizu Mountain Land (S3), the hilly land of the Inawashiro Basin and of 
the middle part of the Agano River  (SI), the western piano of  Za5 Volcano (Si), 
the eastern Asahi Mountain-land  (Ss), Nezugaseki low Mountain Land  (S7), the 
western marginal hilly land of Kitakami Mountain Land  (Ss) and the northern 
dissected part of the Kitakami Mountain Land (So).  S3, southern patch of S4, S5, 
 Sc, and S8 lie in the sericultural area of dissected mountain land and show the 
 sheep-keeping ratio of 60-70 %. The other S1, S2,  S, and  Ss are found in the 
sericultural areas in the hilly land, showing the ratio of 50-60 %. The former 
areas are more massive than the latter ones. 
    It is a noteworthy fact that each stock-keeping area of them is completely 
differentiated by 50% isopleth line except a few  parts(S1  :  H1,  S4, H2  C5 
and  H13 : S8 :  M2 are partly overlaped, only). These exceptional parts show the
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middle stages of the repleacement process  (C5:  H4(12),  H12  :  M2) or the progression 
of the sheep keeping in farm-houses of  small-scale-managing land within the 
horse-keeping areas  (S1  : H1,  S4, H4,  S8  : H12). Such completeness of  areal differ-
entiation undoubtedly and accurately shows the existence of the strong mutuality 
among three factors described in Part 2. 
   Another noteworthy fact is that in the Kitakami Mountain Land, many stock-
keeping areas  (Hi2,  M2,  C9,  S9, M3,  C10 and H14) are concentrated and the two 
areas between H12 and  HU,  M2 and  M3. having every stock-keeping ratio below 
 502,;  but showing 20-50  %, are able to be called the mixed stock-keeping areas 
 (Mixi,•?). Moreover, in each area the chief purpose is to produce  young, There-
fore, Kitakami Mountain Land can be called the differentiated-concentrated 
stock-breeding area in the Northeastern  Japan. 
    Thirdly, the horse-keeping area is broken up at various parts, and shows 
the  contraction by the separation accompanied with the decrease of farm-houses 
keeping horses. And the direction of enlargement of decreasing area is similar 
to the stream of  civilization from the cultural centre in the  To'hoku Region 
(Sendai) to north, to south, and to west. That is, the horse keeping means 
somewhat retreat phenomenon of agricultural development.
(12) K.  TANABE : Progression of Stock Keeping in Mogami Gun Yamagata Prefecture. Sc. 
    Repts.  TOhoku Univ. 7th Ser., No.3 (1953),  pp, 5-10
